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Dear Editor,
We thank Dr. Cadillac and colleagues for their important com-
ments. The remarks emphasise the lack of information we
have in regard to cost efficiency of the use of a Mobile
Stroke Unit (MSU) for acute stroke management.

Despite the proven marked time benefit of MSU treatment
compared to standard care, even when compared to a highly
streamlined in hospital management (“stroke room” concept
which comprises of hospital pre-notification, patient handover
at the CT scanner to the hospital team, direct imaging analysis,
use of point-of care laboratory and start of IV thrombolysis at
the scanner table) [1, 2], the cost-effectiveness is still uncertain.

Apart from a lack of prospective studies comparing cost and
cost-savings by the MSU approach as compared with standard
care, MSUs are currently operating in very different health care
systems, different emergency medical services configuration
(dispatch alone or in adjunct to the regular first responding team)
and different reimbursement models, making it difficult to derive
a generalisable answer on cost-effectiveness of this innovation.

As stated by Cadilhac et al., a collaborative approach (such
as a dedicated working group for standardisation of economic

analysis) could provide the missing information. This could be
an aim of the newly formed PRE-hospital Stroke Treatment
Organization (PRESTO) that includes groups interested in
acute stroke management.

Important information on MSU financial impact can be
expected not only by the prospective BEST-MSU trial in the
USA, but also from the Melbourne MSU programme.

However, it has to be kept in mind that there are MSUs
operating in rural and remote areas. Apart from the difficulty
of comparing cost efficiency between urban and non-urban
regions, a potentially different pay threshold per quality-
adjusted life year has to be considered [3].
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